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The team at Harvard Law School developed and launched
‘PON Global’ to support their mission; to improve the theory
and practice of negotiation around the world.  For the first
time, it will bring the PON’s negotiation concepts, techniques,
and curriculum to people around the globe.

As negotiation practitioners and huge advocates of the PON
approach, we were honoured to become Harvard’s partner
and help them bring the programme to the UK.  The
inaugural London programme took place in September 2017
and the course now runs twice a year, led by an onsite,
Harvard PON instructor. 

Each course run to date has been a resounding success – with
participants spanning diverse backgrounds, roles, industries
and organisations, from the UK and across the globe. We have
been thrilled with the feedback - without exception,
participants have left better equipped, prepared and excited
to face future negotiations.

In a departure from our work leading procurement and
commercial insight projects, our latest venture has seen us
partner with the world renowned ‘Program on Negotiation’
(PON) at Harvard Law School – helping them bring their
executive negotiation course to London. In this article, we will
share key information on the structure and content of the PON
programme and our thoughts on what makes it different.

Following a visit to Harvard back in 2013, to participate in the
flagship PON negotiation and leadership course, Ivo stayed in
contact with the leadership team at PON, sharing ideas and
information about the development of a global course that
could be taken overseas. 
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What is the ‘Program 
on Negotiation’? 
The Program on Negotiation (PON) is an interdisciplinary,
multi-university research centre based at Harvard Law
School, in the US.

• Widely recognised as a world leader in the field of
negotiation and negotiation research.

• Dedicated to developing the theory and practice of
negotiation and dispute resolution.

• Scholars from Harvard, MIT and Tufts develop
negotiation principles and skills and share them in
innovative courses that help train global leaders.
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Why is the PON programme different? 

When we discuss the PON Global course, we are often asked
whether the course is suitable for people who have already
taken part in negotiation training in the past and how is PON
different. 

Stuart Blackley, Director at Ivo, has attended the Harvard Law
School programme in the US and several other leading
negotiation courses in the UK so he is in a good position to
share his thoughts on what makes the Harvard Program on
Negotiation different.

“Well, firstly, it's important to say that the Harvard Law School
Program on Negotiation is a worthwhile investment for
everyone, including those who have attended other
negotiation training in the past. There are lots of reasons why
it stands out from the alternatives, but here are my top three…

It’s for everyone – we all negotiate

The PON approach is multidisciplinary and combines
negotiation with conflict resolution and mediation. This
broad-based and rounded outlook illustrates the fact that we
all negotiate, every day, in and out of work. It also means that
the programme is suitable for everyone, not just those of us
tasked with negotiating agreements in the traditional sense.
At the PON Global course in London, we have welcomed
entrepreneurs, legal counsels, general managers, finance
directors, marketing managers and many more. Everyone that
participates in the programme learns that through improving
your negotiation capabilities, it is possible to be more
successful in dealings with customers, clients and suppliers,
but also your colleagues, your boss, your family and friends. 

It’s delivered by the best - the people who wrote 
the books

The team at Harvard, MIT and Tufts have written many of the
seminal books on negotiation theory, and PON Global uses all
of that accumulated knowledge and research. Getting to Yes,
Getting Past No, Difficult Conversations, Beyond Winning… for
more than 30 years, the faculty at PON have shaped the way
negotiation is viewed by several generations around the

globe. There is a level of academic rigour in the programme
that other providers simply cannot compete with. This
theoretical understanding is then combined with practical
knowledge the PON team bring from their extensive advisory
work with some of the world’s largest companies. These
faculty members have negotiated peace treaties, brokered
multi-billion dollar deals, and hammered out high-stakes
agreements around the globe. 

It’s real-world and pragmatic and not purely
adversarial – unlike other courses

Having participated in several other negotiation programmes
during my career, there is often a lack of focus on maintaining
the relationship between the parties. Of course, you may be
involved in a one-off negotiation with somebody you will
never see again, however in my experience most of the
negotiations we conduct will be with counterparts we deal
with on a regular basis. How can we achieve negotiation
success while maintaining a positive relationship? PON
doesn’t consider these things mutually exclusive. Through
their techniques and approach, you can achieve both. In fact,
they would argue that relationships should as a minimum be
maintained but can actively be improved through the
negotiation process. For me, this is really important and
makes the PON approach to negotiation far more pragmatic
and applicable in the real-world."

Teaching Methodology 
You will learn from the on-site PON instructor, as well as
from leading PON faculty in video modules made
especially for this course. You will also videoconference
with faculty back in Massachusetts, who can answer your
questions.

• Interactive classroom sessions

• Real-life case studies from Harvard University

• Video-conferencing with faculty at Harvard University

• Collaborative negotiation exercises and discussions
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About Ivo Consulting Solutions
Ivo works with business leaders with major change to achieve,

bringing the commercial, pragmatic, data-driven insight that

provides answers to difficult questions. 

We identify significant, new sources of margin improvement

and revenue growth for our clients. We do this by taking a

whole business view of opportunity and risk, with the

commercial drive and passion of a business owner, curiosity

and deep analytical skills.

If you’re responsible for a big revenue or margin challenge this

year, we’d like to meet you.

For more information, contact us at:

T +44 (0)203 507 0036 

E info@ivosolutions.com

www.ivosolutions.com

The Ivo effect 

Ivo has an impressive track record of helping businesses
to understand their customers, understand their spend,
control costs, manage categories and find commercial
opportunities hidden in the data. We understand the
need to navigate the middle ground and optimise both
digital and physical business.

If you would like to discuss ways we could help your
business to better understand customers, understand
stores and understand costs please get in touch.

Copyright © 2018 Ivo Consulting Solutions. All rights reserved.

Whether you have attended negotiation courses in the past or
not, we are confident that your experience of the PON Global
programme will be highly valuable – with your learnings being
readily applied.

For more information and registration, get in touch at
ponglobal@ivosolutions.com or +44 (0) 203 507 0036 
www.ivosolutions.com/pon-global/

About the Author 

Laura Trusty is an Analyst at Ivo and joined the company in
early 2016. Laura previously worked across a range of
product, marketing and brand development roles in the
Beauty industry, helping to build effective relationships with
key retailers and etailers.

She can be reached at laura@ivosolutions.com

Course Content 
Day 1 –“Understanding Key Negotiation Concepts”

Module 1: Negotiation Fundamentals

Module 2: Creating Value vs. Claiming Value

Day 2 – “Managing Interpersonal Dynamics”

Module 3: Best Practices for Difficult Situations

Module 4: Dealing Effectively with Emotions and
Relationships

Day 3 – “Addressing Negotiation Complexities”

Module 5: Negotiating Across Cultures

Module 6: Multi-Party Negotiations, and Organisational
Challenges
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